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Analogies 
 
Directions:  Circle the related analogy. 
 
1.  Bone is to skeleton as: 
 a)  sock is to foot 
 b)  planet is to solar system 
 c)  moon is to stars 
 d)  Earth is to Mars 
 
2.  Words are to paragraph as: 
 a)  mural is to artist 
 b)  snake is to serpent 
 c)  letter is to word 
 d)  support is to empathy 
 
3.  Mall is to shopping as: 
 a)  field is to ballgame 
 b)  store is to mall 
 c)  den is to house 
 d)  slide is to swing 
 
4.  square foot is to area as? 
 a)  feet is to foot 
 b)  pounds is to kilometers 
 c)  height is to width 
 d)  liters is to volume 
 
 

5.  Hammer is to carpenter as: 
 a)  baseball is to bat 
 b)  store is to mall 
 c)  screw is to screw driver 
 d)  pipe wrench is to plumber 
 
6.  Tire is to car as: 
 a)  hat is to cap 
 b)  brain is to body 
 c)  single is to double 
 d)  marriage is to divorce 
 
7.  colonel is to army as 
 a)  chef is to meal 
 b)  dancer is to costume 
 c)  hair is to hairdresser 
 d)  king is to kingdom 
 
8.  Pound is to ton as: 
 a)  inch is to meter 
 b)  meter is to centimeter 
 c)  inch is to mile 
 d)  centimeter is to inch 
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